Holy Hallucinations 40
This is a response to PPSimmons’ video, “DEBUNKED! Evolution Folklore ...Blood & Seawater”.
Hello there Carl. I realize it’s been an inordinate amount of time since I addressed you or one of your pitifully uneducated little gnomes, and I trust all’s been well with you in my absence. I also hope that your bowel movements have at least begun to normalize somewhat following the educational enema on protein chemistry I administered to you during out last encounter.
However, my protracted absence from Youtube in general, and from making videos specifically, wasn’t due to a naïve belief that the aforesaid pedagogic lavage had somehow effected a miraculous cure of your unique amalgam of ignorance and stupidity. No. In reality, this extended hiatus from creationist scholodomyscholodomy \skələdəmi\ n. Portmanteau of scholastic and sodomy. Forceful didactic method using the anus, rather than the auditory canal, as the primary route for the administration of facts. Example: Many maintain that scholodomy is the most effective method of educating creationists.
Scholodomize \skələdəmajz\ v. The act of education by means of a rearward assault on abject ignorance. Example: TheLivingDinosaur bent Carl Gallups over the table of reason and vigorously scholodomized him.
 was facilitated, in part, by an opportunity to establish a company to commercialize one of my inventions, and which has left me little time to indulge in the bitch-slapping of clueless fuckwits, no matter how much they might deserve it. This, coupled to my general ennui with Youtube atheism, has meant that it’s become increasingly difficult to muster up the motivation, or justify the time spent, to viciously educate incorrigible simpletons on matters they should have learned in kindergarten.
With that said, I have to confess that I’ve somewhat missed the exhilaration of systematically inserting facts up creationists, and over the past few months have increasingly felt the urge to return to the sport of kings. Thus when I finally decided to act on that urge, it seemed only natural for me to pull on my galoshes, apply some Vapo Rub to my upper lip, and wade into the festering intellectual sewer of so-called human thought otherwise known as the PPSimmons channel.
When I did so, I was somewhat saddened, though perhaps not entirely surprised, to find that your subscriber count has doubled in the past year or so. As you might imagine, this did little to alleviate my general pessimism for the future of our species, and certainly didn’t help in incentivizing me to expend the significant effort it would take to make another video for a substantially smaller audience. In fact, I’d almost given up on the idea entirely because it also became rapidly apparent that you’re now almost exclusively concentrating on making videos either predicting an ever-imminent, yet curiously elusive, apocalypse, or on spreading filthy slanders about your lawfully and democratically elected president - presumably because he doesn’t share your deranged dogmas while being a shade or two darker than you’d consider decent in polite society, and because he had the downright gall to put down his cotton sack and step off of the plantation and into the White House.
I’m unsure whether this change in the nature of your recto-cranial content has come to pass because you’ve discovered that these new flavors of brain excrement provide more lucrative opportunities for parting the gullible and simple-minded from their wallets than the neo-Luddist misinformation you used to excrete, but, whatever the reason, it did mean that it was difficult to find a suitable target from by bête noire; that is, one making preposterously overconfident and simple-minded  arguments against the theory of biological evolution.
However, after some effort, I did finally come across a nugget you’d crimped off fairly recently that had more of the aroma of the old PPSimmons about it, yet when I pulled on my gloves and delved a little deeper I was disappointed to find that its primary thesis so facile that, even by your somewhat diminutive standards, it was more comparable to a lecture on quantum gravity being given by Snooki rather than anything from anyone capable of stringing together more one coherent thought. In fact, Carl, based on the material I found therein I would strongly suggest that you consider, like Ms. Polizzi, sticking to blowjobs rather than education as I’m sure that, also like her, you’ll find them infinitely more rewarding both spiritually and financially.
In any case, the so-called argument you presented in your digital skidmark was so fundamentally flawed that it seemed hardly worth the effort of addressing, since even a Tea Party activist demanding that the government keep its hands of their Medicare would find it childishly simple-minded. As a result I was on the verge of dropping the whole thing and going back to more productive pursuits when I heard you say what may be the stupidest thing since Kent Hovind opined that Ray Comfort and Kent Cameron were “just good friends” and that Ken Ham’s choice of chin couture made him look “modern and sophisticated”.
Unfortunately for you then, Carl, highlighting this careless faux-pas of yours gave me sufficient reason to finally decide to make this video, but before I elaborate on your egregious act of self-pwnage and the woeful mental shortcomings that birthed it, I will, as a matter of duty, take the time to first correct you on the rest of your misrepresentations. That shouldn’t be too difficult, since I found nothing in your video that can’t be easily corrected by the forceful arsewardly insertion of a collection of judiciously selected facts and sprinkling of lovingly crafted insults. So batten down the hatches and hold on tight, Carl, because there’s a hurricane coming… and it doesn’t take kindly to lying creationist piss-stains.
“[Voice of John F. Kennedy] ‘And it is an interesting biological fact that all of us have in our veins the exact same percentage of salt in our blood that exists in the ocean. And therefore we have salt in our blood, in our sweat, in our tears. We are tied to the ocean, and when we go back to the sea, whether it is to sail or to watch it, we are going back from whence we came.’ [Voice of a fucktard] Former President Kennedy said it, so it must be true, right? A huge number of evolutionary scientists say it, and they repeat it often, so it must be true, right?”
Well, I have to admit to shaking my head in disbelief a few times when I heard this Carl, because I wasn’t entirely sure what you were talking about. You see, during my education in the eighties and nineties I obtained ‘O’- and ‘A’-levels in biology and chemistry, and ‘S’-level in biology and both a BSc and PhD in biochemistry and yet had never come across this apparent cornerstone of evolutionary theory. Don’t you think that’s a little strange?
Well, we’ll get onto the source of this perplexing incongruity in due course, but before I continue I’d like to answer your questions. Firstly, if JFK said it, then it most certainly doesn’t mean it’s true. For example, I’m quite certain that the late president must have protested to his good wife on numerous occasions that he was not in the habit of slipping his hand up Marilyn Monroe’s skirt, and yet history tells us that such remonstrations would not necessarily have been entirely truthful. Secondly, if any large group of scientists speaks with a united voice on any given matter that is within their field of expertise… that also doesn’t mean it’s “true”. What it does mean, though, is that what they have to say is the opinion that is most consistent with reality after meticulous objective examination of all the evidence at hand. The unsurpassed success of the scientific method that you so gleefully like to urinate on from your bastion of imaginary self-importance, provides ample evidence that anyone incapable or unwilling to examine and understand that evidence for themselves would be well advised to accept such an opinion at face value, or at least do so with a lot less incredulity than might be warranted should it be forthcoming from… oh, I don’t know… let’s say, a pedophile in a frock standing behind a pulpit or, for that matter, a group of long-dead anonymous camel-fuckers.
Now, from a more philosophical standpoint, I’d also like to point out your insinuation that those who accept the reality of biological evolution do so, at least in part, as a result of arguments from authority. In fact, you emphasized this later in your video when you said this: “Former presidential candidate, Al Gore, although more careful in his wording, he advocated the same erroneous idea when he stated that, quote, our blood even contains roughly the same percentage of salt as the ocean, where first life forms evolved, end quote.”
What is it with you and the opinions politicians, Carl? After all, besides the clergy, they represent perhaps the most worthless profession ever devised by civilization, and so shouldn’t be taken seriously on anything at all, let alone when it comes to evolutionary theory. You see, just because a clueless fuckwit gets up in a public forum, and begins indiscriminately expelling brain-farts, doesn’t mean that said malodorous effusions necessarily bear any merit at all. Perhaps you think that those of us who use our brains for more than preventing lint from accumulating in our crania are in the habit of blindly accepting anything we’re told by those in authority, regardless of whether they have any expertise in the matter in question? If so, then I’ll put it to you that said assumption says a lot more about you, and how you form your opinions, than it does about those you smugly decry.
On the other hand your reference scientists, by which I assume you mean evolutionary biologists, doesn’t represent an argument from authority (or popularity, for that matter) because these people are experts in their field and the reasons for their opinions can be inspected, questioned and verified by anyone who cares to do so. They are not the spurious assertions of emotionally stunted simpletons that can only be accepted or rejected at face value. There are stupendously good reasons to accept the conclusions reached by biologists, climatologists and ecologists,and I’m afraid the reasons all too many don’t isn’t because of any intrinsic flaws in the science, but rather because its conclusions produce somewhat uncomfortable effects on their psyches due to the negative consequences their acceptance might have on their cherished primitive dogmas, their lifestyles, or their wallets. The fact that you blithely conflate these two types of opinion, Carl, speaks loudly as to you maturity and the pitiful insecurities of your miserable existence.
The irony of all this, of course, is that you’re the one who relies on this kind of fallacious argumentation in pretty much every anti-science video you make, because you’re the one who appeals to the non-existent authority of a seemingly endless parade of quacks and charlatans. It should come as no surprise then, Carl, that I found you doing just that in this video and you can rest assured I’ll be exposing your two-faced shitbaggery in due course. But first, let’s find out a little more about what it is about salinity and evolution that so got your knickers in a twist.
“The percentage of salt in human body fluids and sea water is often used to provide evidence that life originated abiogenetically in the sea. But the hard scientific evidence shows that the levels of salinity in sea water and human blood are markedly different. Drastically different, as a matter of fact. The data and evidence do not provide support for the theory of the chemical origin of life in the sea.”
As I said earlier, Carl, after well over a decade of education in biology and chemistry, this is the first time I’ve come across this particular claim from either a creationist or a normal person, so when I first heard it in your dulcet tones I was just a touch skeptical that it was “often” used to provide evidence of abiogenesis, or if it had, for that matter, ever been fucking used at all.
With that said, it was a trivial matter for me to confirm the veracity of your other assertion regarding the differences in ionic concentrations between human plasma and seawater. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this left me a touch consternated as I found myself in the unusual position of actually agreeing with you on something. I therefore took the obvious course of action for anyone in this situationswho knows anything about you, Carl, which was to quintuple-check my facts, but it seemed that I was correct on the first pass and that this curious turn of events had not been elicited by an over-indulgence of the amber nectar, nor by the inadvertent inhalation of the fumes emanating from a Jamaican Woodbine.
Of course, it follows that this observation, while not precluding the possibility, doesn’t provide any strong direct evidence for abiogenesis, but this still hardly seemed to warrant the apparent consequence you placed on it. Your unseemly relish, therefore, appeared to be linked to your preceding brain-belch which, at this point, remained a mystery to me. That mystery was somewhat clarified, when you revealed the source of your new-found revelation.
“Dr. Jerry Bergman, writing for Answers in Genesis in a scientific article titled ‘Is the sodium chloride level in the oceans evidence for abiogenesis?’”
Aah… Answers in Genesis, that pestilential shit-pit inhabited by Ken Ham and his miserable collection of mentally stunted gnomes. Well, Carl, as it happens I hadn’t come across this particular goblin so it should come as no surprise that the first thing I did was look up his credentials, which is something I’m sure would not occur to you to do if “Dr.” Bergman himself walked up to you and twatted you across the head with a framed copy of one of his diplomas. Luckily for me it seems that “Dr.” Bergman’s resume has been posted by what looks like a reasonably reliable source, since I think most would agree that his profile on AIG should be taken with just a little pinch of salt and a metric fuck-ton of skepticism.
Now, I can imagine that the uninitiated might at first glance decide that Begman’s apparent credentials confer upon him some degree of verisimilitude, but I can assure you that to someone even vaguely familiar with academia and with what a real career in science looks like, his resume gives the distinct impression of having been banged out during a particularly wild evening involving the consumption of a-pound of suspicious-looking mushrooms and the anal administration of a half-dozen Mollies.
Bergman claims to have accumulated 5 Masters degrees and 2 PhDs since 1970 with more in progress, and appears to have been working on up to 4 degrees simultaneously while also teaching at numerous Ohio institutions. However, many of the dates he cites are contradictory, including time spent between 1968 and 1972 at an organization that was formed in 1975. The combined impression is that “Dr.” Bergman’s CV has more of fantasy than facts about it, and certainly doesn’t comport with the careers of most respected academics, who generally hold one or two advanced degrees because they tend to eventually leave the classroom in order to begin generating knowledge of their own, instead of becoming perpetual students and collecting degrees like a priest collects choirboys’ cherries.
However, despite my suspicions that Bergman’s resume is at best stretching the truth to breaking point, and at worst a tissue of lies, I have no evidentiary support for them and so will not use them as a basis for discrediting him here. Instead, I’ll later demonstrate using the article you’re regurgitating like goat that just ate a decomposing turd for lunch that Bergman falls far short of being the academic leviathan he purports to be.
Before I do that, though, I’ll point out that of his two alleged PhDs, one is in education and psychology and the other is in human anatomy. While the first obviously does nothing to qualify him to criticize evolutionary biology, the second, en face, possibly could, which is a rare occurrence in the field of creationist bulllshittery. However, when one discovers that said “qualification” was obtained from Columbia Pacific University, an unaccredited distance learning institution that was shut down because of fraud by the state of California, it somewhat tarnishes its cachet, possibly because of the shit-streaks on the toilet paper that his diploma it was printed on.
Thus, Carl, it seems that “Dr.” Bergman is not in fact qualified in any way as an expert in evolutionary biology, and so your appeal to him and his mangy article also constitutes one of those arguments from authority I mentioned earlier, and that you hypocritically accused sane people of accepting. Thus, rather than simply thoughtlessly swallowing Bergman’s load like you did, let’s do what you should have done had you been even remotely interested in intellectual honesty, and take a slightly more critical look at the pearls of wisdom he had chosen to excrete.
“Most evolutionists have held that all animals including mankind, Homo sapiens, evolved from life forms that originated by chemical evolution in water and then later moved out of the water onto dry land. To support this view, evolutionists note that the tissues in our bodies are constantly moistened by a briny solution that they claim is similar to the salt and mineral level found in oceans and many salt lakes of the past. Evolutionists often claim that this observation is ‘evidence’ of our ancient evolutionary ancestry.”
And that’s essentially the crux of it. By coupling this claim to the fact that the ionic composition of seawater and vertebrate plasma are indeed very different, you and Bergman seem to think you’re exposing a fundamental flaw in this argument. And of course you would be, if this was actually an argument being actively proffered in support of evolutionary theory instead of a kumbaya-fuelled fantasy concocted by a pair of impotent, empty testicles.
Unfortunately, as I said earlier, I was until now completely unaware of this argument at all, which raised a certain suspicion that you and Bergman were suffering from the hallucinatory after-effects of inhaling the cranio-rectal effluvium you’ve been so diligently exhausting. Either that, or you were both lying like a pair of vile, repugnant shit-heels… I mean, good upstanding Christians. As a result, Carl, you forced me to do what I’ve had to do for you on numerous past occasions, and that’s some actual fucking research.
It should come as no surprise, then, that it took me very little time to discover that the hypothesis of plasma/seawater equivalence was first put forward by a respected French biochemist, René Quinton in 1897. Astonishingly it seemed, therefore, that you and Bergman might actually have a point, Carl. After first changing my underwear from the accident elicited by my shock and amazement at that possibility, however, I remained curious as to why I had never been exposed to this line of reasoning and so dug a little deeper. All was shortly revealed when I unearthed a paper by A.B. Macallum that eviscerated Quiton’s idea in no uncertain terms and that was published in nineteen-twenty seven.
It’s little wonder then, Carl, that I was never taught this at school, is it? Because this entire claim you’ve been trumpeting that “evolutionists” make was killed off by “evolutionists” almost a hundred fucking tears ago! What you and Berman have been doing, therefore, is nothing but energetically pounding a pathetic and shoddily-constructed straw man you hoped no one would notice, presumably because if either of you had the balls to tackle the real thing it would tear off those same balls in an instant and expose you both as the intellectual eunuchs you are.
Now, while the underhanded but predictable tactic you both used here comes as no surprise to me, what was a little more unexpected was that you openly admitted to it.
“Dr. Bergman, quoting from another scientists states, ‘As Morris notes, although the sea water-blood salt argument for evolution seldom appears in modern textbooks its former prominence in textbooks from 1940–1970 ensures ‘its continuance by those who learned it then. It is indelibly imprinted in evolutionary folklore.”
I’m afraid, Carl, that if this idea was indeed propagated well after its time, that can’t really be blamed on evolutionary biology or the scientists who study it. Furthermore, as I’ve said repeatedly, this idea never made it through to me when I was growing up in Britain. So it seems to me that if there is any truth in this statement, the blame lies with the appalling state of the US education system - a state that, thanks to the assiduous work of monumental numb-nuts like you and “Dr.” Bergman, is in danger of being dragged yet further into the gutter so that it can try giving Bangladesh a run for its money.
In any case, it seems to me that by pointing this out Bergman has rather firmly thrust his entire thesis up an orifice that evolved to pass matter in the opposite direction. I’m not sure whether this was due to sheer stupidity on his part, or that his judgement was somewhat impaired by the “biblical glasses” his friend Ken Ham had lent him, or even whether his religious proclivities have trained him to put as little thought into his writing as he does as into what he believes. Whatever the reason, Carl, it seems that the consequences of this statement also escaped the torpid thought processes stirring in the sludge between your ears, and by repeating it in your video you’ve succeeded in making yourself look just as inept as he did.
Oh – and by the way – the “scientist” you say he quotes (and to be fair to Bergman, he didn’t use the word – you did), is none other John D. Morris, biological son of the spiritual Father of All Fucktards, Henry Morris. Since Junior’s PhD is in Geological Engineering, calling him a scientist is a bit of a stretch, Carl, and doing so without revealing who he actually is, and thereby implying that it might be someone trustworthy, is a deception lower than the collective IQ of the R&D department at Answers in Genesis.
So the question that arises now is that if, by his own admission, this hypothesis has long since been dead and buried by the scientific establishment, what sources did he use to cobble together the ramshackle straw man that he was so gleefully lynching in his tawdry hack-job? That was a rhetorical question, Carl, so there’s no need to answer it, because, as usual, I’ll do the dirty work for you.
Aside from the scribblings of Morris, Bergman quotes from four other sources in his pitiful screed. One is by fellow fundie fucktard Don Batten, which I shall summarily ignore as it does nothing but make the same flaccid point that Bergan has unsuccessfully tried to coax into tumescence here. As for the three “evolutionist” works he uses to make his limp and impotent case, let’s take them one by one, shall we?
First, Bergman cites “Blood, the Biology, Pathology, and Mythology of the Body’s Most Important Fluid”, by hematologist Earle Hackett, to give voice to the claim of plasma/seawater duality. Unfortunately for Bergman, the book was published in 1973, and since Hackett was a physician and not a scientist, it’s perhaps not surprising that he was a victim of the perpetuation of this misconception that Bergman freely admits to. Hardly an great start to demonstrating that “evolutionists often claim” this, eh Carl?
Next Bergman carefully selects a more modern text, “The Light in the Skull: An Odyssey of Medical Discovery” by Ronald Glasser, published in 1997. What Berman neglects to mention is that Glasser is only a medical doctor, and so no more than a layman when it comes to evolutionary biology, and that his book is about the history of medicine, not biology. Using this book under the pretense that it in some way represents anything about modern scientific thought is a repugnantly dishonest act of loathsome douchebaggery, which is why I’m surprised you didn’t notice it, Carl, being that you’re such an old hand at it yourself.
Finally Bergman jumps back into his time machine to 1961 for a judicious spot of mining of “The Long Road to Man” by Robert L. Lehrman. I have to confess to having spent an inordinate amount of time trying to track down this author or any information on the book, but to no avail, which I think further testifies to Bergman’s valiant efforts to select only the most up-to-date of sources to back up his claim on how ubiquitous this argument is. . I was thus on the verge of giving up when I lucked upon a review of the book in and old copy of Science, one of the world’s most respected scientific journals, and what I found made very interesting reading, particularly since it was reviewed in tandem with Isaac Asimov’s “The Wellsprings of Life”.
Quote: “Lehrman's book is simple both in language and in thought, at times to the point of naiveté, and it is pitched at a low scholastic level. It is published in a series advertised by the publisher as intended ‘for teen-agers (and grown-up readers as well).’”
A book for teenagers and “grown-ups”, Carl? Seriously? Do you really think this selection is appropriate for an article that purports to bear any kind of scholastic merit? Should the only appropriate response to the pathetic twat-flap that penned it be unreserved derision? Wouldn’t someone even vaguely trying to be intellectually honest have selected a more modern and legitimate scholastic work on the subject; perhaps Hochachka and Somero’s “Biochemical Adaptation: Mechanism and Process in Physiological Evolution?” Don’t you think it’s suspicious that Bergman, like the 24-carat creationist dildo I addressed in my last video, chooses to attack lay-texts and woefully outdated sources rather than the modern scientific literature? Doesn’t just that fact ring even just one alarm bell inside roomy cranium of yours? Surely someone of even your acutely limited perspicacity should find this a cause for some concern?
Of course, those are rhetorical questions again, Carl, because we all know that your answer to each is “no”, because you care nothing for truth, honesty or any kind of decency as you’re far too preoccupied with peddling your deliberately erroneous and patently ludicrous assertions harder than Lance Armstrong on his way to the Labor Day sale at Steriod Warehouse.
So with all this filth out in the open, there now appears to be a good explanation for the results of what appears to be Bergman’s only effort on any kind of research in this subject.
“‘Although I have found numerous references in the popular scientific literature, using the database of BIOSIS, some 15,800,000 records, accessed March 12, 2010 through OhioLink,’ he said, ‘I could not find a single empirical study in scientific journals that supported the ocean salt/human blood connection. This common assumption is an icon of evolution that lacks scientific support.’”
Don’t you think that it should have at this stage been abundantly obvious to “Dr.” Bergman why he couldn’t find any such records, Carl? And don’t you think it would have been appropriate for him to point it out more explicitly to his readers instead of waving it around triumphantly like a vampire with a used tampon after a particularly successful dumpster dive?
There I go again with the rhetorical questions, though, forgetting that you’re not the sharpest nail in the crucifix, so I’ll explain it to you. The reason that your lobotomized troglodyte couldn’t find any such studies is because scientists haven’t been making the claim for almost ninety-fucking-years!
“We have to ask, yet again, if evolution, and evolution scientists have gotten something as simple as this so badly wrong for so many years, how much else do they have wrong?”
This, Carl, is about the only legitimate point you had to make in your entire video. But when I say “legitimate point”, I of course mean that it would have been had it come from a developmentally challenged third grader. Of course it didn’t, though, it came from you, a grown man who’s had its rebuttal rammed up his rectum more times than Rush Limbaugh’s run to Rite Aid with a prescription in his hand. As you should know, Carl, this is a question that can only come from a simpleton who doesn’t understand that the purpose of science is not to provide absolute epistemic certainty, because that’s something it can never do. Instead, science builds the best possible predictive models possible it can from the available data and uses these models to ask deeper questions, the answers to which are used to continually refine said models and so improve their predictive power.
Thus if scientists have anything “wrong” today, and undoubtedly they do, we can rest assured that it is still better than what came before and, as more data become available, these inaccuracies will be rooted systematically out and replaced with something newer, better and more elegant. In contrast, Carl, when we look at you and your decrepit, corroding creationist dogma - it was a pile of shit when it was first conceived, is still a pile of shit now that it has been proved wrong in every single conceivable respect, and will remain a pile of shit long into the future as long as there are sad dumb-fucks like you around to cling onto it as if it were golden challis instead of the steaming turd it is.
So with that said, and now that we’re winding down, l’m going to live up to my promise and point out what is, even by your standards the biggest act of creationist stupidity I think I’ve ever seen perpetrated in all my time on Youtube…
“Darwinists claim the fact that salt is necessary for life is a result of our having evolved in sea environment. Creationists, on the other hand, conclude that salt is common in the Earth’s crust and in sea water because salt is required for our life sustenance. The level of salt in life and the sea is similar because we are a product of the same Creator the created both life and the sea.”
You’re like a Russian nesting doll of stupidity, Carl, because just when I begin to think it impossible for you to spew anything dumber into the internet, you never fail to surprise me. I suppose I should also give some credit here to Pisspants and all the other little cretins at the PPSimmons channel who, like you, obviously never caught the gargantuan contradiction here. Again, I realize that thinking can be a little troublesome for you sometimes, so let me explain.
Correct me if I’m wrong, Carl, but didn’t you spend your whole video gleefully, though erroneously, harping on about how scientists have been wrong for decades and that seawater and blood contained substantially different concentrations of salt? In fact, didn’t I just play a clip of you gloating over how long you think they got it wrong for? Isn’t it somewhat amusing, then, to find you concluding your abysmal shit-streak of a video by then claiming yourself that “the level of salt in life and the sea is similar”? Words just can’t express how profoundly stupid you must be, Carl, so I’m not going to even try, though it have to admit to a certain degree or wonder that you’ve managed to survive to middle age without having either eaten your own testicles or killed yourself in a bizarre shaving accident.
And if there happen to be any PPSimmons fans out there watching this – I realize that the chances of me having persuaded you are non-existent, not only because the words I use are a little long, but also because you believe what you do out of emotion, not reason. I do hope, however, that this last revelation might at least give you some pause for thought and to consider one of the many other alternatives out there for inane, delusional dildos to follow. Because I’m certain that whoever you pick, it would be a vast improvement on this one.
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